
Big Picture - Recommend City to achieve net zero emissions by 2050 (matching Paris Climate 
Accord) with shorter term goal of offsetting all coal from power mix (~16%) by no later than 
2030. Offset to be achieved through increased renewable power purchases/community 
generation.  
 
1) DG Program - Urge SUA to continue review and assessment of DG policy to make it more 
equitable. Modify existing DG rate design to not penalize smaller power customers. Modify DG 
rate design to make DG practical for larger customer classes. Allow sale of excess power to 
other customers as part of community solar initiative. Beauty of this is there are no capital 
costs. Investment is all shouldered by the DG customer. Easy peasy program. 
 
2) Community Solar - The bigger the better. Recommend largest solar farm possible to drive 
down cost per kWh or have it phased in stages but with a plan to expand to as large as possible. 
Costs will continue to drop and federal incentives will continue to support the transition to 
solar making it an even more attractive power source. We will want to be in a position to take 
advantage of this. Create a plan that allows for expansion in the future and to be able to 
incorporate energy storage as well (GRDA would likely be very interested in this). Search for 
additional community partners to buy into the power supplied. Work with Loren and GRDA to 
make larger capacity part of the plan. 
 
3) Use any power efficiency savings from the efficiency workgroup to offset / pay for any 
community solar power premium. 
 
4) Vehicle Fleet Electrification - Fleet vehicle transition to electric driven by economics, lower 
total cost of ownership (TCO) over the life of the vehicle. Target high mileage vehicles that have 
high fuel and maintenance costs. Police vehicles seem to be a prime candidate. Work with 
city staff/fleet manager to work out the numbers. Should be one of the easier initiatives to be 
implemented in the near term. 
 
5) Get more electrical chargers installed in the community working with 3rd parties. Have them 
purchase power from community solar farm. 
 
6) Work with GRDA on goal of offsetting coal from SUA power mix (~16%) by 202x? through 
solar, wind & other renewable power sources. 
 
7) Look for ways to make clean energy available to lower income households.  Possibilities 
include through SEU's utility assistance program (marketing to encourage participation by 
community solar subscribers), solar installation at proposed Habitat for Humanity pocket 
neighborhood?  
 
8) Participate in CDP Matchmaker program.  Strive to complete CDP Reporting System 
questionnaire as completely as possible this cycle (by July ??, 2021).  Task Force members can 
help collect information.  Even if no funding match is found, the survey gives a needed baseline 



of information to plan for climate resilient infrastructure needs: energy, water, wastewater, 
solid waste. 
 
 


